News Release
VOXX Advanced Solutions Signs Letter of Intent with Blue Line
Innovations, LLC to be the Exclusive Back-End Evidence Management
Provider for the Audiovox ACCU.C 4G Live-Streaming Body Worn
Camera
HAUPPAUGE, NEW YORK – JANUARY 8, 2018 – LVCC, CENTRAL HALL BOOTH 13518VOXX Advanced Solutions Corporation (VASC), a wholly-owned subsidiary of VOXX International
Corporation (NASDAQ: VOXX), today announced that the Company has signed a Letter of Intent
with Blue Line Innovations, LLC (BLI) to be the exclusive back-end evidence management provider
for the Audiovox ACCU.C 4G Live-Streaming Body Worn Camera. BLI created and developed
FORTIFY™, an evidence and case management system built by cops, for cops, to provide the most
forward-thinking and police-friendly platform for managing the surge of digital evidence and
corresponding data being generated in modern policing.
ACCU.C 4G, a streaming 4G wearable body camera from VOXX,
integrates streaming communication into a rugged, portable and
reliable design, which is sure to surpass all expectations with a
perfect combination of form and function. Designed for the
specific needs of law enforcement officers, the ACCU.C 4G body
camera provides clear, accurate video and audio footage for
limitless use cases far beyond the capabilities of standard body
cameras available today. The ACCU.C 4G body camera provides
users the ability to stream and/or record events as they happen,
while also providing certified users with a real-time assessment of
ongoing events with live-streaming to nearby connected devices
with text alert notifications.
“VOXX not only wants to bring innovative hardware to the public safety market, we also want to pair
it with the most forward-looking evidence and video management solution available, which is why we
choose BLI as our back-end partner,” said Tom Malone, President, VOXX Advanced Solutions
Corporation. “They designed FORTIFY, a back-end platform that reflects what officers in the field as
well as headquarters need to manage the growing amount of data efficiently and intuitively. Paired
with our ACCU.C 4G Live-Streaming Body Camera, we will provide a true end-to-end solution for
law enforcement agencies looking to offer the latest in hardware and software.”

In the fall of 2016, BLI gathered Chiefs of Police and
Sheriffs from 5 states and 10 agencies to review a new
platform concept for collecting and managing digital
evidence and case data. From feedback received during
that panel, BLI created and developed FORTIFY,
designed to be a single page, touch style application,
easily used for inputting, managing and reviewing all
digital evidence and data.
Manage Time, Not Resources. Adopting a time
management approach to digital evidence, FORTIFY
can automatically capture all digital evidence including multiple camera types (Body Camera,
In-Car, Still Photo) as well as documents. Officers can manage all case data including location,
persons of interest and keep time line comments tied to specific videos or evidence and all
officers on scene.
Full CJIS and FedRamp Compliance. Trust that your evidence is safe and secure in both
network infrastructure and security and data handling. Every piece of data you upload is
digitally fingerprinted, scanned for malware and is constantly monitored for any suspicious
activity.
Video on Demand. For better performance and security, FORTIFY implements video on
demand when streaming all video. Small bits of video are sent to a viewer, meaning that it
takes less time for the video to load and the viewer is never in possession of the entire video.
Custom Reporting. Don’t be limited to only a few reports, FORTIFY has a fully integrated
reporting module that allows you to pull the exact data needed to review usage, location of
review and user activity.
Powerful Keyword Search. Based on the same principle as every major search engine on the
web today, FORTIFY allows users to enter custom phrases, keywords and terms to find the
exact case or digital evidence file they may be searching for without limiting them to specific
pre-determined input fields.
“Blue Line Innovations is excited that VOXX has selected FORTIFY as the video management and
storage solution for its ACCU.C 4G Body Camera. The revolutionary combination of technologies
provided by this partnership will change the way law enforcement views body camera use and storage
in the 21st century,” said Mark Hutchinson, CEO, Blue Line Innovations, LLC. “By allowing the
officer to manage and tag videos as part of their daily activity, instead of having to do it all at the end
of a shift, the amount of time spent managing data is significantly reduced, resulting in an enormous
savings of manpower and payroll the agency would otherwise expend.”
Handling mass amounts of video data can be challenging, that’s why BLI chose to partner with a
dedicated data center in Chattanooga, TN to provide the fastest server infrastructure for the FORTIFY
platform. Chattanooga has the fastest internet (10GB bandwidth) in the western hemisphere and their
data center operates using top of the line server equipment, promising that your data will always be
available. Even in cases of natural disaster, data is backed up to multiple geographically distinct
locations meaning your data is always safe and available.

For more information about the FORTIFY Evidence and Case Management System please visit:
www.bluelineinnovations.org.
For more information about the ACCU.C 4G Live-Streaming Body Camera please visit:
www.voxxadvancedsolutions.com.
About VOXX Advanced Solutions Corporation (VASC):
VOXX Advanced Solutions leverages VOXX International’s extensive worldwide distribution
network to attract technology partners who benefit from VOXX’s speed to market, logistics,
manufacturing and sourcing expertise, and market knowledge. Our vast experience in the consumer
and automotive space will allow us to grow top line sales within existing channels, increase
profitability and expand into new markets and categories. For additional information, please visit our
website at www.voxxadvacndsolutions.com.
About VOXX International Corporation:
VOXX International Corporation (NASDAQ: VOXX) has grown into a worldwide leader in many
automotive and consumer electronics and accessories categories, as well as premium high-end audio.
Today, VOXX International Corporation has an extensive distribution network that includes power
retailers, mass merchandisers, 12-volt specialists and most of the world's leading automotive
manufacturers. The Company has an international footprint in Europe, Asia, Mexico and South
America, and a growing portfolio, which now comprises over 30 trusted brands. Among the key
domestic brands are Klipsch®, RCA®, Invision®, Jensen®, Rosen Electronics, Audiovox®, Terk®,
Acoustic Research®, Advent®, Code Alarm®, 808®, and Prestige®. International brands include
Klipsch®, Jamo®, Energy®, Mirage®, Mac Audio®, Magnat®, Heco®, Schwaiger®, Oehlbach® and
Incaar™. For additional information, please visit our Web site at www.voxxintl.com.
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